The strongest component of your Red Hat platform ambition is your
people. Train and certify your staff on Red Hat technologies - with
Red Hat’s largest EMEA learning partner.
As the largest EMEA learning provider, QA’s broad portfolio offers courses that are
critical in helping organisations get the most out of their Red Hat investment. Our courses cover
technologies such as: Red Hat® Enterprise Linux®, Ansible®, OpenShift®, OpenStack® and across
Red Hat Storage.

BENEFITS OF RED HAT TRAINING
THROUGH QA

THE BUSINESS VALUE OF
RED HAT CERTIFICATION1

•

Exposure to the latest and most in-depth
material on OpenShift, RHEL, OpenStack, Red
Hat Storage (CEPH, Gluster).

•

Curriculum designed on input from customers,
support engineering and consulting

IDC recently conducted a study exploring the
business value of Red Hat Certification and the
influence Red Hat–certified IT professionals can
have on IT operations and infrastructure costs.

•

Job role, task-driven and actual solution
focused training and certification

•

Concepts reinforced through hands-on labs

•

100% performance-based exams

•

Free individual skills assessment

•

10+ years partnership with Red Hat and our
instructors possess on average 20 years of IT
experience

•

Training when you need it, where you need it
and how you need it
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•

In person classroom, instructor-led

•

Virtual instructor-led

•

Self-paced training

•

Red Hat Online Learning (ROLE)

•

Red Hat Video Classroom (VC)

IDC, The business value of Red Hat Certification IDC Doc. #US47574721, April, 2021

The study found that organisations with IT
staff members who earn and keep current
with Red Hat Certifications felt that certified
professionals could handle more challenging
and complex tasks, have increased capability
and higher productivity levels, which results in
more value for organisations.

Every organisation will need to have the
platforms, tools, processes and people to
effectively operate across these diverse
landscapes. Every CIO and their respective
organisations must understand that they
control their own cloud destiny.2
Paul Cormier (Red Hat, CEO)

www.qa.com/red-hat

POST COVID-19
We understand that organisations are evolving
their training needs faster than ever. With our
blended offerings around Red Hat training,
we offer a level of engagement to meet your
needs as you take a path towards deployment
of technologies such as OpenShift (regardless of
being on premise or say ROSA on AWS) and the
training to support that lifecycle.

OUR UNIQUE RELATIONSHIP
WITH RED HAT
We have a unique global relationship with Red
Hat. Our affiliation with the Cloud, Platform
Engineering, Mobile, Product Security and the
global consulting teams are not mirrored by any
other Red Hat training partner around the globe.
This allows QA to scope your transitional journey
not just at a training level but aligned with your
project management and cloud architecture
teams, no matter your cloud provider or the
scope of your Red Hat needs.
Since 2010 Red Hat has preached “building a
cloud out of what you already have, being the
ambition of the successful CIO”. That doesn’t
just mean your SQL application or the
Python/Node.js implementation, your people
are just as vitally important as you understand
the responsibilities on you as a technology
organisation.

Red Hat customers are going to have to run
anywhere between 4 and 10 separate clouds.
CIOs are going to need to develop expertise
at running clouds at scale. Hybrid cloud
will matter even more as companies go
multi-cloud and work in edge computing.3
stated Paul Cormier (Red Hat CEO).

MORE THAN JUST YOUR TYPICAL
TRAINING PROVIDER
QA is a world-leading digital and tech skills
provider, enabling organisations and learners
to build the skills and the talent they need
to be winners in the digital revolution.
More than 200,000 people put QA at the heart
of their training strategy last year.
We have continuously shown an aptitude for
helping clients build in-demand tech skills
through a comprehensive range of training
and talent solutions that blend the best of
live and self-paced digital training - including
training courses, reskilling bootcamps, tech
apprenticeships and degree apprenticeships.
We also offer over 150 undergraduate and
masters’ programmes in conjunction with our
university partners.
Where organisations need diverse, junior tech
talent, QA helps employers fill those gaps
immediately through its Squad-as-a-Service
proposition, or via entry-level apprenticeships.
For clients with specific learning and
development needs, QA creates bespoke
solutions, blending elements of multiple
offerings to build skills at scale across teams,
departments and countries.
Globally, QA’s on-demand, subscription-based
Cloud Academy training platform, allows
clients’ tech teams to train at scale. With
courses spread across a range of the most
sought-after skills and emerging technologies
while our Circus Street platform provides
similar, leading capability for clients’ marketing
and commercial teams.
The transformation in cloud and technology
is one that Red Hat has shaped. The cloud we
build today relies on the skills we learn together.
Red Hat is a pivot for the evolution of cloud and
combined with QA that value proposition is one
of core strength.

QA and Red Hat combined offer a
comprehensive solution that scales with
your business needs.
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